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Abstract: Transverse Flux machines offer a high torque and power density in low speed in which make them as promising choices 
for using in wind power plants. In this paper, the basic structure and capabilities of different types of TFMs are compared and then 
a comprehensive review on important features and operation characteristics of these machines are carried out in detail. In 
consequence, a new concentrated flux structure with a quiet large torque density and high power factor is presented that fully utilizes 
the PM consumption. Hence, the major crises of TFMs are attempted to downgrade for better exploitation of wind turbines. High 
efficiency, less PM eddy current and demagnetization, low leakage fluxes and low cogging torque are indicated by FEM results. A 
prototype is constructed and tested for the design procedure validation and the experimental results are in good agreement with 
FEM results. 

1. Nomenclature

BPM  PM Magnetic flux density    

�PM PM Magnetic flux   

APM          PM active surface

�e Angular velocity 

 p Number of pole pairs

BAg    Average air-gap flux density

A Surface current density

N Number of turns per phase

Dg Air-gap diameter

BFC Flux-concentrate's widths

HFC Flux concentrator's Axial height

Bknee Material knee point Flux density

LPM PM's Axial height

KLF Leakage factor

KFF Focusing factor

�g Air-gap linkage flux

f           Nominal frequency

Sn Apparent power

bteeth    Stator core's teeth width

hteeth Stator core's teeth axial height

As Winding area

j Current density

ns Rotor speed (rpm)

�A
Peak flux of the stator cores when armature current acting 

alone and PMs flux is ignored

�PM,m
Peak flux of the stator cores when PMs act alone and armature 

current is zero.

AFC Flux-concentrator area next to the PMs

APA

i

Pole area

No. of U-shaped cores

2. Introduction

Over the past few decades, the energy generated by natural 

resources, especially wind power has been grown and different types 

of generators have been designed and manufactured in order to 

achieve high efficiency and low power losses. All types of wind 

turbine systems generally can be classified in three classes as follows 

[1] and [2]:

� Constant-speed with multi-stage gearbox and squirrel-cage 

induction generator with power level less than 1.5MW. 

� Variable-speed with multi-stage gearbox contains standard 

doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG). The power levels of 

these type of generators is about 1.5 MW and the windings are 

fed by a low power rated converter.  

� Variable speed direct-drive which has high energy yield, without 

gearbox failures and the low maintenance problems. The low-

speed and high torque generators are fed by fully power electronic 

converters. 

Constant-speed wind turbines have a simple structure and low-

cost electrical parts. But, these structures suffer from high mechanical 

stress and low electrical power control. Variable-speed wind turbines 

resolve the major problems of constant-speed wind turbines. Among 

different types of variable-speed geared drive systems, doubly-fed 

induction generator systems are lightweight and low cost. However, 

the direct-drive generator systems seem to be more powerful in terms 

of energy yield, reliability and low copper losses compared to the 

geared drive systems. Among different types of direct-drive systems, 

the direct-drive permanent magnet synchronous generators are more 

attractive due to higher energy yield and lower power losses [3]. 

PM machines generally can be classified based on magnetic flux 

direction as radial flux permanent magnet machines (RFPMs), axial 

flux permanent magnet machines (AFPMs), and transverse flux 

permanent machines magnet (TFPMs).

RFPMs have simple structures, more robust than AFPM and 

TFPM machines and present the best performance in high speed 

applications[4].

AFPMs have a higher ratio of power to volume, short axial length 

and low cogging torque and noise especially in slotless machines 

compared to the RFPMs. However, these machines have a lower 

torque/mass, larger outer diameter, larger amount of PMs and 

structural instability in comparison with RFPMs. AFPMs, especially 

in large diameter to keep constant the air-gap, these machine should 

be designed with a heavy and strong structure [5]. Which makes them 

unsuitable for direct-drive wind turbines. 

Compared to the RFPMs and AFPMs, TFPMs have low copper 

losses, short magnetic flux path, higher torque/mass and also lower 

cost/torque [5]. In low speed electrical machines, the copper losses 

are commonly higher than iron losses due to the high electrical 

loading. This unique feature gives TFPMs special characteristics such 

as high torque density, modular structure, simple winding and strong 

structure in short pole pitch and high pole number [6], [7], [8].  

However, TFPMs with large air-gap has less efficiency and more 

expensive than other PM machines [9]. In TFPMs, magnetic and 

electrical loading set by the air-gap diameter and axial length of the 

machine, respectively. However, in RFPMs both magnetic and 

electrical loading depend on the air-gap diameter [10]. Each armature 
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core in TFPMs commonly is independent either electrically or 

magnetically from other cores, which enhances significantly the fault-

tolerant capability[11].  

General comparison on permanent magnet machines is given in 

TABLE 1. According to TABLE 1, TFPMs are the best choice for the 

low-speed high-torque direct-drive applications such as wind turbines 

[12], [13]. There is no particular reference which compare and 

analyze TFPMs in terms of structure and performance. Therefore, 

comparing and analyzing different types of TFPMs is necessary to 

choose the best structure, implement the appropriate design 

algorithm, and manufacture the appropriate generator for direct-drive 

wind turbine systems.

In this paper, after introduction, state of the art and important 

features of TFMs especially in wind power extraction are carried out 

in detail in section 3. Thus, the basic structure and operation principal 

of different types of TFMs are compared and classified to design an 

appropriate transverse flux generator for wind power applications. In 

section 4, important characteristics of TFPMs are fully described, 

compared and categorized. In section 5, the basic structure of the 

proposed generator is presented and a concentrated flux transverse 

flux permanent magnet generator (CF-TFPMG) with magnetic shunts 

is designed. The proposed structure has prominent features such as 

high efficiency, high torque density and power factor, low cogging 

torque and minimized PM eddy current and demagnetization, which 

are essential for direct drive wind generators. Afterwards, the 

proposed CF-TFPMG is prototyped and tested to validate the 

accuracy of the design process. The results proved that the proposed 

structure is well applicable in direct drive wind turbine applications.

3. TFPM Structure

TFMs are the kind of synchronous machines in which the flux 

path is perpendicular to the direction of the rotor rotation and current. 

TFMs have some privileged advantages such as modular structure in 

which each pair of poles usually forms a module. Hence, it offers 

some practical advantages such as feasible in-site assembly[14]. 

Since the introduction of the theory of TFMs, many changes have 

been made in the structure, and many structures have been introduced 

for TFMs which are compared and classified in this section. The main 

investigations are in the field of improving structures, increasing 

torque density, minimizing the leakage flux paths, increasing power 

factor and minimizing cogging torque and power losses.

In many cases, to improve the efficiency and cover the 

weaknesses of TFMs, these machines are usually combined with the 

structures of the other machines.

� Transverse flux synchronous reluctance machines (TFRM) 

[15]. 

� Transverse flux switched reluctance machines (TFSRM) 

[16].

�  Transverse flux Switched reluctance with permanent magnet 

auxiliary poles (TFSRM)[17].

� Transverse flux–flux switching permanent magnet machines 

(TF-FSPM) [18]

� Transverse flux permanent magnet assisted reluctance 

machines (TFPMRM)[19].

� Transverse flux–flux reversal Machines (TF-FRM)[20]

As TFPMs do not have a unique and definite shape, classifying 

based on their appearance and structure is necessary. TFPMs can be 

classified based on their mover type, rotor, stator, winding, multi-

phase and air-gap structures.

3.1. Mover Type

TFMs are divided into linear and rotary types based on their 

movement which are used in different industrial applications. Due to 

high force density and high efficiency, transverse flux permanent 

magnet linear machines (TFPMLM) are usually used in robotics and 

transportation industry [21]. In conventional TFPMLMs, the coil 

windings and PMs are commonly placed separately in primary and 

secondary. These types of machines cannot be economical in long 

transportation applications [22]. An effective approach to eliminate 

this problem would be locating PMs and coil on the short mover or 

stator sections. For this purpose, stator permanent magnet linear 

machines can be an alternative choice [23]. Stator permanent magnet 

machines can be divided into 1) flux reversal permanent magnet 

FRPMMs, 2) flux switching machines and 3) doubly salient 

machines. In FRPMs, the armature field is series with the 

magnetization direction which can lead to increase the risk of PM 

demagnetization [24]. Compared to the rotary types, TFPMLMs have 

low force density, low stability, the strong gravitational force between 

mover and stator, and the end effect force which limit the TFPMLMs 

performance [25], [26], [27], [28].

TABLE 1 COMPARISON BETWEEN CHARACTERISTICS OF AFPM, RFPM AND TFPM MACHINES

Quantity RFPM AFPM TFPM 

Advantages

� Simple structure

� more robust than AFPMs and 

TFPMs

� Low axial length to air-gap 

diameter

� Great surface active air-gap

� good heat transfer capability

� High torque density

�  Low copper losses

� simple winding

� decoupled electric and magnetic loading

� higher torque/mass compare to AFPMs and RFPMs

� lower cost/torque compare to AFPMs and RFPMs

Drawbacks
� dependent electric and magnetic 

loading

� Heavy in large diameter

� dependence in electric and 

magnetic loading

� low power to mass ratio

� high copper losses

� Complicated structure (difficult assemblies)

� low power factor

� High torque ripple

Structure 

characteristics
� Null � Short axial length � strong structure in short pole pitch and high pole number

Best performance
� High-speed and high-torque 

applications

� High power to volume 

applications
� Low speed and high torque applications
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(a)                                              (b)

Fig.1. Winding scheme (a), Ring winding [29] (b), Pole winding [6]

3.2. Rotor Structure

TFPMs can be classified based on rotor structure in different 

categories as follows:

� Ring-shaped or disc-shaped [4].

� Active or passive rotor structure [4]. 

� Inner rotor, outer rotor or sandwich rotor [4]

� Surface-mounted PMs, flux-concentrated, PM consequent 

pole, and Halbach array structure [6], [30], [31]

Ring-shaped rotor has a structure with nested cylinders and the 

air-gap surface is similar to the cylindrical shells. Therefore, the 

direction of the flux paths is radially in the air-gap. In disk-shaped 

rotor structures the air-gap surface is like a disk in which the 

direction of the flux paths is axially in the air-gap. Disk-shaped rotor 

structures have larger air-gap diameter and effective area air-gap, 

low air-gap reluctance and high torque density in comparison with 

the ring-shaped structures. However, in disk-shaped structures 

making lamination and setting air-gap are difficult. 

In the active rotor structures, the rotor is supplied by PMs or 

coil windings which leads to generate excitation field. In the rotor 

passive structures does not exist excitation source on the rotor. 

However, stator should be synchronized with rotor which can be 

possible by means of reluctance torque, flux switching and flux 

reversal structures. 

TFPMs with outer rotor structure are suitable for hub wheels in 

electric driven vehicles and hub wind-turbines [32]. In same magnet 

yield and volume, the outer rotor structures have lower coil 

resistance compared to the inner rotor structures [33]. In the equal 

air-gap diameter, the volume of the outer rotor structures is less than 

inner rotor structures. Therefore, outer rotor structures have more 

power density. However, the outer rotor topologies have more 

leakage flux between stator components, low power factor, complex 

structure and have a poorer heat transfer capability due to stay 

winding away from the air cooling [34]. In addition, it is possible to 

build TFPMs with double-rotor [29] and [35]. In [36] a TFPM 

machine with double-rotor structure and different speeds is 

designed. 

The magnetization direction in PMs can be parallel to the air-

gap (surface-mounted type) or perpendicular to the air gap (flux-

concentrated type). The flux-concentrated type has lower leakage 

flux between stator cores and PMs. Therefore, flux-concentrated 

type has higher air-gap density compared to the surface-mounted 

type [37]. In flux-concentrated structures, the ferrite magnets can be 

easily used instead of rare-earth permanent magnets which are 

popular due to high cost and unavailability problems related to the 

rare-earth permanent magnets [38]. Although, ferrite magnets 

increase the weight of the machine. 

Consequent structure is the combination of flux-concentrated 

and surface-mounted structures in which the flux paths are parallel 

to the air-gap and soft magnetic materials are used instead of 

adjoining PMs [30]. In these structures, the reluctance of the d and 

q axes is different. Therefore, consequent structures have high 

torque density and torque ripple compared to the surface-mounted 

structures. 

Halbach array method is a kind of PM arrangement scheme in 

surface mounted structures to increase the magnetic flux density in 

the air-gap and decrease it in the back iron. Also, more sinusoidal 

flux distribution can be achieved by a precise design. One-sided 

flux characteristic in these structures leading to decrease the weight 

of the rotor yoke. Therefore, in the same magnet volume these 

structures offer a high torque density in comparison with other 

conventional structures. However, due to the large number of the 

magnet components with different charge directions, production 

and assembly costs increase significantly [31].  

3.3. Stator Structure

TFPM machines can be classified based on stator structure in 

different classes as follows:

� Core shape including C-shaped, U-shaped, E-shaped, Z-

shaped and claw pole.

� Core side including single sided and double sided.

In TFPMs with common U-shaped, C-shaped and E-shaped 

cores the stator pole pitch is twice of the rotor PM pole pitch. Some 

structures have been proposed such as Z-shaped cores or 

bidirectional cross-linking with special core shapes in which stator 

pole pitch is equal to the rotor PM pole pitch [39]. 

Z-shaped structures have less end winding, fringing flux, 

magnet leakage, and better thermal behavior than other 

conventional structures [40]. However, in Z-shaped structures 

making laminations and manufacturing process are difficult.

TFPMs with claw-pole cores have simple structures like the 

single-sided type in which the stator components are located on one 

side of the rotor, in addition these structures have high efficiency 

like double-sided structures [41]. However, making laminations in 

claw-pole cores is difficult or impossible.  

TFPMs with double-sided stator structures use properly the 

space of the machine. These machines, furthermore, have higher 

power factor and output torque than single-sided structures. 

Double-sided structures reduce the high leakage flux in single-sided 

structures. However, double-sided types have complex structure 

which are only used in single-phase or double-phase mode [42]. On 

the other hand, single-sided structures can be designed in three-

phase mode [32]. In both single-sided and double-sided structures, 

the winding can be classified into single turn or double turn per 

phase [4].

3.4. Winding Structure

TFPMs can be classified based on winding structure in different 

classes as follows:

� Ring winding

� Pole winding

Ring winding (toroidal winding) commonly known as the 

winding of TFPMs (Fig.1 (a)). Another type of the winding, which 

can be implemented in TFPMs is pole-winding which can be seen

(a) (b)

Fig.2. Three phase structure (a), Three phase arrayed in circumferential 

direction (b), Three phase arrayed in axis direction [39]
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(a) (b)

Fig.3. Air gap structure (a), Axial air gap (b), Radial air gap [6]

in Fig.1 (b). There is no additional space for end winding in ring 

winding structures, and the half of the winding is inactive at any 

moment which can lead to increase the active weight of the 

machine. In TFPMs with ring windings, increasing the number of 

poles does not effect on the slot space of the winding. However, in 

pole winding structures, increasing the number of poles is not 

entirely independent from the slot space [37] and [43]. Also, TFPMs 

can be classified based on the number of windings in per phase to 

single or double winding [44]. In addition, new schemes have been 

proposed in recent papers to make the nominal torque and power 

flexible [45] and [46]. In [47], a new TFM with a semi-ring winding 

and E-shaped cores is proposed which has higher fill factor and 

lower copper weight than ring winding structures.

3.5. Multi-phase Structure

In order to have self-starting, better performance, and high 

reliability, multi-phase TFPMs are suggested. However, multi-

phase TFPMs need a full-scaled inverter for each phase [48]. Two 

structures have been proposed for three-phase TFPMs, which can 

be generalized for more phases.

� Three phases arrayed along the circumferential direction

� Three phases arrayed along the axial direction

Three phase structure arrayed along the circumferential 

direction (Fig.2 (a)), has a runway-shaped winding, thus it needs 

additional space for end windings. Additional flux paths can lead to 

increase self-inductance and consequently decrease the power 

factor. Three phase structure arrayed along the axial direction (Fig.2 

(b)), has toroidal winding and phases are fixed by one shaft [39]. 

The circumferential structures have fewer stator parts to produce the 

same torque. However, greater amount of coil windings is required 

in these structures. Therefore, each parts is heavier and larger than 

axial structures [49]. Imbalances of forces is one of the most 

important problems in circumferential structures which cause 

vibration and machine damage.

3.6. Air-gap Structure

There are two different type of air-gap structure in TFPMs as 

follows: 

� Axial air gap (Fig.3 (a))

� Radial air gap (Fig.3 (b)) 

TFPMs with Radial air-gap are more common in single-sided 

structure. However, axial air-gap TFPMs should be designed in 

double-sided forms to avoid imbalance of the forces.

Fig.4 shows a comprehensive structure classification in TFPMs. 

4. Important Features of TFPMs

4.1. High Torque Density

TFPMs have short magnetic flux paths and there is no any 

additional yoke in stator components. Therefore, TFPMs have a 

higher specific torque than other PM machines [50]. In TFPMs the 

torque density is directly related to the number of poles, electric and 

magnetic loading, the air-gap flux density, stator slot width and the 

weight of the materials. 

a. High Pole Number

TFPMs are known as machines in which it is possible to 

increase the number of poles in constant volume to gain torque 

density [51]. TFPMs have homo-polar flux which causes an 

increase in the magnitude of the power by increasing the number of 

poles while the volume and the amount of the material are kept 

unchanged (same outer diameter, height, copper, irons) [52]. An 

increase in the number of poles in constant volume can lead to 

increase the rate of the flux variation and consequently torque 

density while the amount of linking flux is kept unchanged [53]. 

Increase in the number of poles leads to decrease the power factor 

because of the growth in the current and leakage flux [10] and [53]. 

Also, there are other factors which limits the number of poles 

including pole width and iron or copper losses [37]. Therefore, there 

should be a compromise between the pole number and power, 

power factor, cogging torque and efficiency.

b. Increasing Torque Density by Reducing Materials and Better 
Space Utilizing

TFPMs have modular structure and there is no extra stator yoke.  

Another method to provide the high torque density is better space 

utilization and mass reduction which make them particularly 

attractive for use in wind turbine generators [44]. 

To reduce the amount of the electromagnetic material, short 

magnetic flux paths can be an effective solution. This method is 

possible by decreasing the slot pitch and slot height.

TFPMs
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TABLE 2 IMPORTANT FEATURES OF TFPMS, REASONS AND IMPROVEMENT

Features Reasons Improvement

High torque 

ripple

� The integrity in the number of rotor and stator poles 

� modular structure

� High air-gap reluctance

� Magnetic flux distortion in air gap 

� Increasing the number of stator and rotor poles

� Increasing the number of phases

� Modifying the shape of the rotor and stator poles

� Shifting and skewing methods

� Tooth pitching in rotor and stator cores

� Utilizing magnetic shunts

� Using Halbach array structures

Low power 

factor

� Leakage flux paths

� high rated current

� high phase inductance

� High magneto-motive force or electrical loading

� Improvement in the rotor and stator pole shape

� Utilizing magnetic shunts

� Using concentrated flux structures

� Small air-gap length

� Increasing the reluctance between two magnets

� Increasing the reluctance between two stator cores

High torque 

density

� homo-polar flux

� Separation of current and magnetic loading

� high pole number

� reducing the active materials 

� Increasing the electric and magnetic loading 

� Optimal No. of poles selection taking into account the leakage fluxes

This method is not applicable in AFPMs and RFPMs, since by 

decreasing the slot pitch the pole pitch decrease too. Plural module 

method decreases the width of the slots and stator teeth. However, 

by Plural module method leakage flux in the slot winding will 

increase[54].  To reduce the loss and weight of the TFPMs, the high-

temperature superconducting (HTS) materials are used in [55]. In 

tubular transverse flux reluctance machine proposed in [56], 

utilizing spacers allows to minimize the mass. By reducing the 

weight of the machine, thermal considerations become more 

important as the machine components should be able to withstand 

the heat in operating temperature [57].

In common TFPMs, only half of the magnets helps to produce 

the back-EMF, and another half is inactive. These inactive magnets 

are required to produce a homo-polar flux in the cores around the 

winding. Some novel consequent-pole and fall back structures have 

been proposed in which the number of magnets is half of the 

common structures [30]. By increasing the ratio of the magnet 

thickness to the pole pitch the average force can be increased, 

however, this item is limited by core saturation effects and flux 

leakages.

c. Increasing electric and magnetic loading

In TFPMs the space required for winding and stator teeth is 

independent as by increasing the magnetic or electric loading, 

torque density can be increased without affecting each other [6]. 

High magnetic and electric loading are obtained by increasing the 

polar step and magneto-motive force, respectively. It is necessary 

to note that excessive increase in polar step and magneto-motive 

force leads to high active mass and poor power factor.

4.2. High Torque Ripple

TFPMs suffer from high cogging torque because of the high air-

gap reluctance variation [58]. Also, cogging torque depends on the 

number and position of the rotor and stator cores [59]. In 

conventional TFPMs, the number of PMs are twice of the stator 

poles in per phase which causes considerable cogging torque. 

During the rotor rotation negative and positive cogging torque are 

created.  Negative cogging torque creates when the magnetic flux 

attempts to pull the rotor against the direction of the motion and 

positive cogging torque generates when the magnetic flux attempts 

to pull the rotor in the direction of the motion [60].

Leakage flux in TFPMs has a considerable effect on the air-gap 

magnetic field. Therefore, it influences directly on electromagnetic 

force which causes torque ripple [61]. Moreover, small 

misalignments between phases especially in high pole numbers has 

a significant effect on cogging torque [62].The effects of different 

PM shapes on cogging force are investigated in [11]. An increase in 

the number of phases commonly minimizes the cogging torque [63]. 

Although, in many cases 5-phase machines have more torque ripple 

than 3-phase machines. By increasing the PM magnetization length 

and the height of the PMs, cogging torque can be increased like 

other PM machines [64] and [65]. In order to minimize the cogging 

torque, different methods have been proposed as follows: 

� Increasing the number of rotor and stator poles [66]

� Modifying the shape of the rotor and stator poles [67]

� Stator and rotor skewing [68] and [69]

� Adjacent shift in the stator and rotor components within a 

phase [58] and [70]

� Utilizing magnetic shunts [71]

� Tooth pitching method in rotor or stator components [72]

� Utilizing Halbach-array PMs in rotor [73] and [74]

4.3. Low Power Factor

One of the most important drawbacks in TFPMs is low power 

factor which is due to 3-D complicated flux paths. Also, it is shown 

that the power factor can be decreased by increasing the rated 

current and phase inductance [75]. Another important reason to low 

power factor is higher magneto-motive force (MMF) or electrical 

loading. In this case, improvement in power factor can decline 

torque density [76]. Low power factor increases the voltage and 

current rates of the drive inverter [77]. Since the phases in TFPMs 

are electromagnetically independent, these machines only have self-

inductance, however, if a small gap between phases in axial 

direction be considered, the mutual inductances cannot be neglected 

[58]. Also, a small gap between phases can lead to an imbalance 

between phases which is due to larger inductance in middle phase 

[34]. 

Estimating and minimizing leakage flux are important in the 

process of analyzing and designing electrical machines. Leakage 

flux can be classified into 1) no-load leakage flux which creates by 

PMs and 2) the armature reaction leakage flux [77]. Important no-

load leakage fluxes in TFPMs are as follows: 

1) When one magnet produces the linkage flux, the adjacent 

magnet fluxes leak from the sides (inactive magnets)

2) The leakage flux in the circumferential direction between 

adjacent magnets [77]

3) The leakage flux between two adjacent stator poles

4) End leakage flux in PMs [78]
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Fig.5. One stack of CF-TFPMG

Therefore, leakage flux reduction is an important key to 

increase the power factor without decreasing the mutual coupling 

between the stator and rotor poles in TFPMs [79]. The leakage 

fluxes between two magnets can be decreased by increasing the 

reluctance between two magnets or the reluctance between two 

stator cores [80]. By modifying the shapes of the poles, the flux 

deviation in the air-gap can be decreased [51], [27]. The magnetic 

shunts block the flux of the inactive magnets which is an effective 

solution to reduce the leakage fluxes in TFPMs. Many modern 

structures have been proposed to resolve the problem of inactive 

magnets. Double-sided stator structure or claw-pole stator cores are 

two simple methods to minimize the leakage fluxes in inactive 

magnets.  In flux-concentrated structures, the leakage flux between 

the stator cores and the magnets is lower than surface-mounted 

structure. Also, an Increase in the number pole pairs can increase 

the leakage fluxes. In [81] to minimize the leakage flux, PMs are 

inserted into auxiliary rotor poles. The claw-pole cores can be 

axially shortened to minimize the armature leakage flux [82]. 

In Table2, a comprehensive classification of TFPMs based on 

important features is performed. According to the investigation in 

varies structures which is briefly illustrated in Table1 and Table2, 

this paper considers a TFPM machine with a simple structure, quite 

large torque density and low torque ripple.

5. CF-TFPMG Structure and Design 

In this section a general design process is described. Design 

goal is to achieve a high torque density, low torque ripple and high 

power factor. Important characteristics such as PM demagnetization 

and power losses are carried out in next section.

5.1. Introducing Structure

Single phase of the CF-TFPMG is shown in Fig.5. Rotor 

consists of two rows of flux-concentrated PMs. PMs are magnetized 

in circumferential direction and PM magnetization direction is 

opposite to the adjacent PMs in each row. Also, magnetization 

direction in one of the rotor rows is opposite to another one with the 

same position. The outer stator type consists of magnetic shunts, U-

shaped cores and ring winding. Ring winding is surrounded by U-

shaped cores. Also, stator has module structure and the cores are 

easily laminated. Stator external type has an effective role in 

cooling the machines with high torque density. Magnetic shunts are 

used to decrease the leakage flux, decrease partial cancelation of the 

linkage flux, minimize torque ripple and increase the magnet usage. 

As it is shown in Fig.5, the magnetic flux of two adjacent PMs 

enters peripherally into the flux-concentrators and then it goes 

radially through the air-gap into the U-shaped cores. Next it passes 

via another row and magnetic shunts.

5.2. Design procedure

In this section, generator dimensions are designed and a general 

design process is illustrated in Fig.6. Due to optimal distance 

between stacks and optimal magnetic loading, the analytical 

calculations are simplified as follow:

� The saturation effects in iron cores are neglected

� The magnetic coupling between phases is considered zero

The apparent power for an electrical machine is given by:

v( ). ( )

0

T
S m T t i t dt

n
� �

(1)

.V .S m I
n rms rms
� (2)

Focusing factor has the direct effect on the average air-gap flux 

density. The focusing factor (KFF) can be defined as:    

A
FC

K
FF A

PA

�
(3)

Based on different FEM simulations, the amount of the leakage 

flux can be estimated. By considering the leakage factor (Klf), the 

average air-gap flux density is given by:          

. .

l
PM

B K K B
AG LF FF PM b

FC

�
(4)

The electric loading (A), can be represented as: 

2A p I N D
rms g

�� (5)

The no-load main magnetic flux (�T) in the U-shaped core is 

expressed as:

(2 b ) cos( )g iB h t
AG FC FC e

� ��
(6)

The peak of back-EMF is determined by:

           2 . (2 )

d
g

V N
Peak dt

f NPB b h
AG FC FC

�

�

�

�

(7)

Based on (5) and (7), the output power can be expressed as follow:

2
. . (2 )P PF mA fB D b h

out AG g FC FC
� ��

(8)

According to the above equation, the three phase CF-TFPMG 

with 30 poles is designed. Table 3 lists the key dimensions and 

parameters of the designed CF-TFPMG.

6. FEM Analysis

3-D finite element method (FEM) is implemented to predict 

electromagnetic characteristics of the CF-TFPMG. Due to the 3-D 

flux paths, this machine can be simulated just in a 3-D scheme. One 

pole pair per phase is analyzed because of the magnetic periodicity 

of the machine. Due to the 3-D structure, extruded mesh is used in 

this paper which leads to minimize the number of element meshes 

TABLE 3 PARAMETERS OF THE PROPOSED GENERATOR

Parameter Data Parameters Data

Rated power 1 kw Stator outer radios 141.5 mm

Rated current 1.5 A Rotor inner radios 70 mm

Rated voltage 370 V Rotor outer radios 80 mm

Air gap length 1.5 mm Pole number 30

Axial length of the 

machine
250 mm Rated speed 200 rpm

Stator inner radios 81.5 mm Flux-concentrated width 6.5 mm

Axial height of the 

stator U-shaped core
70 mm Stator slot height 30 mm

Stator core teeth width 10 mm
Number of turns per 

phase
225
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Fig.10. Flux paths in TFPMG

6.2. Cogging and Electromagnetic Torque Analysis

When CF-TFPMG rotates by constant speed, the average output 

electromagnetic torque is 49.38 Nm. The active weight (permanent 

magnets, iron cores and ring coil windings) is about 10.2 kg. 

Therefore, the torque density of CF-TFPMG is 4.83 Nm/kg. As it is 

shown in Fig.11 (a), three phase torque ripple is about 21%. Torque 

fluctuations resulted from current harmonics and electromagnetic 

field phase shift created by armature reaction may has a substantial 

impact on torque profile. But, in PM machines especially TFPMs, 

the main part of the torque ripple is usually due to the cogging torque 

effect. According to Fig.11 (b), more than 20% of the torque ripple 

is due to the cogging torque. Therefore, cogging torque suppression 

is necessary to improve torque ripple. It is necessary to note that in 

concentrated flux structures inherently the cogging torque is lower 

than surface mounted counterparts. Although the resulted torque 

profile is acceptable, aforementioned cogging torque reduction 

methods can be applied to achieve more smooth electromagnetic 

torque.

6.3. PM Demagnetization Analysis

 Demagnetization of magnets is one of the reasons to decrease 

the motor performance. Thermal considerations are important in the 

process of electrical machine design in such a way that any 

increasing in the temperature can leads to PM demagnetization and 

injury to the different parts of the machine especially insulations. 

Therefore, the heat distributions calculation in some special 

machines chiefly in coil windings and magnets should be considered 

to design a coolant system. For this purpose, extracting the thermal 

network model can be an effective solution [83]. In [84], according 

to its application, a forced water cooling is used in a TFPM machine 

with claw-pole cores to prevent getting hot. To avoid increasing the 

temperature of the coil windings, windings are made up with hollow 

copper turns and heat sinked by utilizing water as a direct copper 

coolant [85]. 

Also, PM demagnetization can be happened from reverse 

coercive field as opposed to PM polarization. Furthermore, when the 

armature reaction flux is against the magnetization direction of the 

PMs, the risk of the demagnetization increases [72]. Another reason 

for this issue is low coercive force. The coercive force of the ferrite 

magnets is low which increases the risk of demagnetization in 

machines with ferrite magnets, but it has a reverse relation with heat

(a) (b)

Fig.11. Torque characteristic of TFPMG, (a), Electromagnetic torque 

waveform under full load condition (b), Cogging torque waveform

incensement and has a positive coefficient [86]. While, the thermal 

coefficient of coercively for NdFeB magnets is negative. 

Proposed CF-TFPMG in this paper involves three important 

features which decreases the risk of the PM demagnetization; the 

large magnet thickness, using magnetic shunts and the flux 

concentrated structure that cover the PMs from air-gap flux. Based 

on evident, the possibility of demagnetization in CF-TFPMG without 

magnetic shunts is twice of the CF-TFPMG with magnetic shunts. 

Rare-earth magnets have a characteristic of large energy product, but 

it decreases when using in an area exceeding a knee point causing 

irreversible demagnetization. Large amounts of electric currents are 

run through an excitation coil where demagnetization may occur 

when a reverse magnetic field is applied on a magnet. The armature 

reaction flux and demagnetization ratio are illustrated in Fig.12 (a) 

and (b), respectively. As it is demonstrated, the risk of PM 

demagnetization at the edges of the PMs is high. As it can be seen 

from Fig.12 (a), the armature reaction flux only passes through the 

edge of PMs that faces the air-gap. The value of the flux is about 0.13 

[T] and its direction is not in agreement with PM residual flux. 

Therefore, irreversible demagnetization occurred in these regions 

and its value is less than 20 percent. These parts are better to be 

filleted as it is considered for prototyping. Fig.13 shows magnetic 

field strength in PMs in different relative position of the stator poles. 

As it is clear, the coercive force in these regions is higher than its 

maximum level (800KA/m) which validate aforementioned 

statements.

6.4. Power Losses Analysis

The main goal in electrical machine design is to achieve high 

efficiency. Therefore, calculation of magnet, cores and copper losses 

are an important key in analyzing and designing electrical machines. 

Furthermore, the inactive parts like core holders can be important 

when there is significant leakage flux. Also, magnetic rotational loss 

is one of the most important losses in 3-D flux electrical machines 

which can be predicted accurately by 3-D time stepping finite 

element analysis. Utilizing Steel sheet laminations is an effective 

solution to minimize the eddy current losses in the stator and rotor 

cores.  

0.0

32

24

16

8

Demagnetization 

Ratio [%]
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0.25
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0.125
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Magnetic Flux 

Density [T]
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Fig.12. Field demagnetization analysis (a) Armature reaction flux in PMs (b), 

PM Demagnetization in CF-TFPMG

(a) (b)

(d)(c) 0.0

1400

1050

700

350

Magnetic Field 
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Fig.13. Magnetic field strength distribution on PMs, (a)&(b) Stator poles are 

aligned with PMs, (c)&(d) Stator poles are unaligned with PMs
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Fig.14. Eddy loss analysis, (a)&(b), Magnetic flux density and (c), Eddy 

currents when stator poles are aligned with PMs, (d)&(e), Magnetic flux 

density and (f), Eddy currents when Stator poles are unaligned with PMs   

However, using steel sheet laminations is difficult and, in some 

cases, can make a problem for 3-D flux paths. The thickness, 

assembling and punching of laminations can influence on the core 

losses due to mechanical stresses. Therefore, the actual losses are 

more than the simulation losses. Compared to the steel sheet 

laminations, soft magnetic composite cores (SMC) have low core 

losses, simple manufacturing process and well conduct the flux in the 

3-D paths [83]. In [87], in order to decrease losses, the hybrid stator 

is manufactured by the combination of silicon steel sheet laminations 

and SMC cores, and in [88], utilizing amorphous magnetic material 

in claw-pole stator cores is considered. However, SMC is a high cost 

material and has a high relative hysteresis loss.

In ferrite magnets due to high resistivity the magnet loss can be 

neglected. According to [12], dividing the magnets into more 

segments can reduce the magnet losses in rare-earth materials. 

However, this method causes some difficulties in the process of 

manufacturing and the length of the divided segments should be 

smaller than twice of the skin depth [89]. Core losses is zero if the 

magnetic flux does not change during the rotor rotation, so, the back 

iron is not required to be laminated. 

In proposed structure, although the magnetic flux path of the 

machine has a 3-D form, the flux pass of each core segment pass 

through 2-D form. Therefore, all magnetic parts can be laminated and 

manufactured easily.  Eddy currents in the PMs which are created by 

the harmonics of the stator cores, increase the magnet losses [90]. 

Fig.14 shows the magnetic flux density and eddy current in PMs, 

when the flux passes through the U-shaped cores are maximum and 

minimum. As it is shown, the eddy current at the edge of the PMs, 

near the air gap and flux concentrators are more than other places. In 

CF-TFPMG, the total power losses and efficiency in nominal are 

about 70W and 91%, respectively.

1. Experimental Results

The prototyped CF-TFPMG is constructed to confirm the 

correctness of the design procedure and FEM analysis. Rotor consists 

of the permanent magnets, flux-concentrators, shaft, non-magnetic 

holder (Fig.15 (a)) and spacing rings are shown in Fig.15 (d). Flux-

concentrators are laminated in axial direction. To separate and fix the 

PMs on the rotor side, non-magnetic spacing rings are embedded.  As 

it is shown in Fig.15 (e) stator consists of the stator cores, fiber 

glasses rings, ring windings, non-magnetic stator housing (Fig.15 

(b)), non-magnetic spacers located between U-shaped cores, and 

magnetic shunts. The magnetic shunts and U-shaped cores are 

laminated in the radial direction which are fixed by fiber glasses 

rings. Silicon steel sheet laminations do not cause any problem for 3-

D flux paths in both rotor and stator cores as mentioned in previous 

section. Stator components in each phase have 8 degrees 

mechanically clearance with one another. Two phases of the stator 

are shown in Fig.15 (c) and the prototyped CF-TFPMG is shown in

                          (a)                               (b)                                   (c)                                                                                                                                        

  

                                (d)                               (e)

(f)

Fig.15. Experimental platform, (a), Rotor holder (b), Stator housing (c), Two 

phase of the stator (d), Rotor structure (e), Stator structure (f), Prototyped 

CF-TFPMG

Fig.15 (f). The experimental platform consists of a driver, a prime 

mover, the prototype, probes, multi-meter, tachometer, and 

oscilloscope. Fig.16 shows the no load test setup, when rotor rotates 

by the prime mover, the no-load back- EMF waveform at rated speed 

(200 rpm) is obtained (Fig. 17). As it is demonstrated in Fig.18, the 

experiment amplitude of fundamental no load back-EMF is 312V 

and the FEM simulation value is 334v. Therefore, the average error 

between the simulation and experimental results is about 7%, but, 

total error for the rms value of the harmonic waveform is less than 4 

percent. The full-load set-up is similar to the no-load set-up with 

resistance load. In full-load condition the maximum efficiency is 

about 87%, that is so close to the predicted result. The voltage 

fundamental value is 278V and the FEM simulation value is 295V. 

The average error between the FEM results and measurement is 

about 6% (Fig.18). In 75% and 50% of the full load, the efficiency is 

decreased to 86% and 84%, respectively. As it was mentioned in 

previous section, cogging torque is one of the most important keys in 

the operation of wind turbine systems since this parameter has a 

direct impact on the starting toque especially in low wind speed. The 

peak of the measured cogging torque is about 6 NM. According to 

the Fig. 19, the error between the FEM result and measurement is 

about 12%. It is necessary to note that Measurement equipment 

errors must be considered.

Fig.16. Test bench of no-load condition
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Fig.17. Comparison of the measured and calculated no-load voltage in CF-

TFPMG
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Fig. 18. Comparison of the measured and calculated full load voltage in CF-

TFPMG
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Fig. 19. Comparison of the measured and calculated cogging torque in CF-

TFPMG

2. Conclusion

According to the comparisons between different permanent 

magnet machines, TFPM machines select as the best choice for the 

low-speed high torque applications especially in wind power 

generation. A comprehensive review on the structures and 

performance characteristics of TF machines has been performed. 

TFM features extracted and various methods are presented according 

to the authors comments to improve performance and reduce 

drawbacks. Then, by considering the important features of TFMs for 

wind turbines, a low speed concentrated flux transverse flux 

permanent magnet generator has been designed and tested. Based on 

results, characteristic of proposed structure is well fitted with wind 

generator necessities. The obtained full-load efficiency is near 90 

percent and it has a torque density equal to 4.7 Nm/kg. 
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